
Add the word identity to these sentences.

 
The spy didn’t reveal his                      .  

Do you know the                      of the thief? 

There was a case of mistaken                      ? 

Fred wore a mask to conceal his                     . 

Trace the word identity. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word identity. 

 
 
 

How many smaller words can you make 
using the letters from the word identity?

 
 
 
 

Write your own question containing the word identity as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word identity. 
 

  idenntity               eyedentity                 identitie

Write the syllables of the word 
identity inside the hands.

Which letter from the word identity 
is missing below?

Statutory Spelling Word Activity Mat: identity 1

Complete the word identity.

 identity

d i

     ide         id     i              ity        nt      

Which word class does the 
word identity belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

ty

n ei
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Add the word immediate to these sentences.

 
Thankfully, the medicine had an   

                     effect.  

Gita received an                      response to  
her message. 

“Are you in                     danger?”  
called the lifeguard. 

Trace the word immediate. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word immediate. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word immediate.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own statement containing the word immediate as an adjective.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word immediate.

   imediate          immeddiate immideate

Write the syllables of the word 
immediate inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
immediate is missing below?

Complete the word immediate.

immediate   immed       imm     a             iate        ed       

Which word class does the 
word immediate belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

i dti

a me e
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Add the word individual to these sentences. 
 

Each                         is unique.

 
The noodles come in                       packets.

 
My report stated that I'm a responsible  

                       . 

What an                         style you have!

Trace the word individual. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word individual. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for 
the word individual.

Synonym:                               
 

Antonym:                              

Write your own statement containing the word individual as a noun.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word individual.

          inndividual     indervidual individuel

Write the syllables of the word 
individual inside the hands.

Which letter from the word 
individual is missing below?

Complete the word individual.

 individual indiv         ind     id               dual        vi        

Which word classes does the 
word individual belong to? 

noun verb adjective
adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

u lvi

n ad d

i
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Add the word interfere to these sentences. 
 

Please don’t                    with my work. 

 
Why do you always have to                     ?

 
I won't                         with your play. 

 
He will                        with our plans.

Trace the word interfere. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word interfere. 

 
 
 

Write a synonym and an antonym for 
the word interfere.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 

Write your own question containing the word interfere as a verb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word interfere.

      interrfere   interfear   interfeer

Write the syllables of the word 
interfere inside the hands.

Which letter from the word interfere 
is missing below?

Complete the word interfere.

 interfere  inter        in      fe              fere         r       

Which word class does the 
word interfere belong to? 
noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

e nfe

i tr e
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Add the word interrupt to these sentences.

 
Why do you always have to                      ? 

"Don't                me," commented my mum. 

How rude it is to                        ! 

Sorry, did I                         you?

Trace the word interrupt. 
 

Use a dictionary to define the 
word interrupt. 

 
 
 

Which word class does the 
word interrupt belong to? 

Write your own statement containing the word interrupt as a verb.

 
 

Edit and improve these words so that they correctly spell the word interrupt.

     interupt   interrupped  intarupt

Write the syllables of the word 
interrupt inside the hands.

Which letter from the word interrupt 
is missing below?

Complete the word interrupt.

  interrupt

noun verb adjective

adverb conjunction pronoun
preposition determiner

  inter        in      ru             rupt         r       

e nit

r tu p

Write a synonym and an antonym for the 
word interrupt.

Synonym:                               
 
Antonym:                              
 


